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The clathrates feature large cages of silicon, germanium, or tin, with guest atoms in the cage centers.
Sr8Ga16Ge30 clathrate is interesting because of its thermoelectric efficiency, and its glasslike thermal conduc-
tivity at low temperatures, indicating Sr atom hopping within the cages. We measured71Ga NMR with a 9 T
superconducting spectrometer down to 1.9 K. Knight shift andT1 results are consistent with low density
metallic behavior. The lineshapes exhibit changes consistent with motional narrowing at low temperatures, and
this indicates unusually slow hopping rates. Fitting these line shape changes yielded an activation energy of
about 7 K. To further investigate this behavior, we made a series of measurements using the Carr-Purcell-
Meiboom-Gill NMR sequence. Fitting the results to a hopping model yielded an activation energy of 4.6 K,
consistent with the line shape result. We can understand all of our observations in terms of nonresonant atomic
tunneling between asymmetric sites within the cages, in the presence of disorder.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clathrates consist of cages of silicon, germanium, or tin in
a crystalline framework, with guest atoms located inside the
cages. Recently these materials have attracted considerable
attention due to their thermal and thermoelectric properties.
The type-I clathrates Sr8Ga16Ge30 and Eu8Ga16Ge30 have
been observed to have glasslike thermal conductivity at low
temperatures,1 while Ba8Ga16Ge30 does not behave this way.
Structural studies performed on Sr8Ga16Ge30, Ba8Ga16Ge30,
and Eu8Ga16Ge30

2–4 include single-crystal neutron-
diffraction measurements, which showed that Sr and Eu at-
oms in the larger cages of the type-I structure have a small
displacement off the center position to one of four crystallo-
graphically equivalent positions at low temperatures, while
Ba atoms remain at the center. This provides a connection
between the thermal response and atomic displacements
within the cages. Recent low temperature ultrasonic attenua-
tion measurements on a Sr8Ga16Ge30 single crystal5 provided
additional evidence for a relatively high concentration of
tunneling states, a feature normally associated with bulk
glasses like SiO2.

In a recent paper on resonant ultrasound measurements,6 a
specific model for the tunnel barriers between four-well tun-
neling states was described for the Eu clathrate. However the
results for the Sr clathrate could be best fit by transitions
between quantized Einstein modes of Sr atoms in the cages.
The Einstein temperature is about 50 K in Sr clathrate.2,7,8

However the thermal conductivity observed at low tempera-
tures indicates that disordered oscillator states with barrier
heights smaller than the 50 K Einstein temperature must also
be important.

The long coherence times allow nuclear magnetic reso-
nancesNMRd to be used to study relatively low-frequency
atomic dynamics. Thus, using71Ga NMR, we can probe the
low-temperature hopping of guest atoms in the cages. The
magnetic moment of Eu produces large linewidths and fast

relaxation times, obscuring the hopping behavior in that
case, however below we show that for the Sr clathrate,
pulsed NMR techniques can resolve the relatively slow Sr
hopping behavior at low temperatures. In addition, we de-
scribe Knight shift andT1 relaxation results which provide a
measure of the low-density conduction electron concentra-
tion in this material.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Sr8Ga16Ge30 crystals were prepared as follows.3 Stoichio-
metric quantities of the high-purity constituent elements
were mixed and reacted in pyrolitic boron nitridesBNd cru-
cibles for 24 h at 950 °C then annealed at 700 °C for 24 h.
The BN crucibles were themselves sealed inside a fused
quartz ampoule, which was evacuated and backfilled with
nitrogen gas to a pressure of two-thirds of an atmosphere.
The ingots were composed of crystallites with dimensions of
one to three cubic millimeters. The ingots are stable in air
and water but were etched with aqua regia for metallographic
analysis, which indicated single-phase material. X-ray dif-
fraction measurements were used for further characteriza-
tion, which verified the crystallinity and phase purity of the
specimen.

NMR experiments were performed at a fixed field of 9 T
using a homebuilt pulse spectrometer.9 The field was cali-
brated using a GasNO3d3 dilute solution as71Ga zero-shift
referencesfrequency close to 115 MHzd. The sample for
NMR measurements was several cubic millimeters, made
into powder, and mixed with KBr.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

NMR spectra of Sr8Ga16Ge30 at room temperature and 4.2
K are shown in Fig. 1, measured by echo integration. A
room-temperature search over a considerably wider range of
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shifts verified this broadened line to be the only observable
signal. Since it is known10 that Ga occupies all three crystal-
lographic sites in Sr8Ga16Ge30, the single NMR line observed
at both temperatures is presumably due to a superposition of
signals from these three sites, with their individual powder
patterns.

Measured signals correspond to the central transition
s−1/2↔1/2d for I =3/2 71Ga, which was confirmed by
comparing the pulse length for the GasNO3d3 solution with
those of the Sr8Ga16Ge30 sample.11 This situation is not un-
common in alloy samples, for which random quadrupole
couplings can leave the satellite transitions broadened into a
featureless background, with the relatively narrow central
transition affected only to second order in the quadrupole
coupling. T1 measurements at the center of the line shape
were done by use of the sequence 180x-sTwaitd-90x-std-180x

-std-echo. The data were fitted to a multiexponential relax-
ation curve assuming magnetic relaxation for the central
transition to obtainT1.

12 The data agreed well with these
curves over the whole temperature range. TheT1 results are
shown in Fig. 2. These data obey the Korringa relation, a
signature of metallic behavior,13 with T1T=8.5 sK obtained
by least squares fitting. The Knight shift of the center of

mass of the line shape is almost independent of temperature
aroundK=0.084%sFig. 2 insetd. These results indicate that
T1 andK are dominated by interactions with conduction elec-
trons, and that Sr8Ga16Ge30 is doped into the metallic regime.
This is in agreement with electrical transport for this
material,2,4,14 which typically indicatesn-type behavior, and
carrier densities in the range 1020 to 1021 cm−3, due appar-
ently to intrinsic defects.

Combining the observedT1 and K to form the Korringa
product yieldsK2T1T=5.9310−6 sK. The free-electron value
for 71Ga is 2.73310−6 sK, obtained from13

K2T1T =
"

4pk

ge
2

gn
2 , s1d

wherege is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron,gn is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus, andk is the Boltzmann
constant. The observed Korringa product is enhanced by a
factor of approximately 2.2, which is typical of ordinary met-
als, and indicative of normal metallic behavior. By contrast
the Korringa product in disordered systems containing local-
ized electrons will be strongly enhanced,15,16 a signature of
the effects of the strong correlations.17,18 Note that in
NaxBaySi46 clathrate, a similar modest Korringa enhance-
ment has been observed.19 However, in that case,K is tem-
perature dependent, indicating possible sharp features in the
electronic structure,20 for which there is no evidence in the
present case.

For further analysis, we used a parabolic band approxima-
tion to estimateK. We assume a spherical Fermi surface,
with a conduction bands-orbital fraction equal to 1/4
scorresponding to sp3 hybridizationd m* =3me and
n=1.531020 cm−3, which are typical values for samples of
this material,14 and the hyperfine field for Ga,HHF=620 T.21

These values yieldK=0.2%, which is slightly larger than
observed. Thus, the relatively smallK is consistent with the
accepted electrical properties of Sr8Ga16Ge30. Note that the
quantity which we identify asK is actually an average of
individual K values from among the three crystallographi-
cally inequivalent framework sites, because of the overlap-
ping of lines. NMR lines for these sites can be seen individu-
ally in 29Si NMR sRef. 19d or possibly partially separated by
magic angle spinning in Ga NMR.22

The second-order quadrupole coupling can give further
line shifts for the central transition, as well as broadening the
line. To analyze for this effect, we performed69Ga NMR
measurements at room temperature. We found that the center
shift is 0.085% for69Ga, compared to 0.084% for71Ga.69Ga
has a quadrupole momentQ=0.178310−28 m2, compared to
0.112310−28 m2 for 71Ga, and the second-order quadrupole
shift is proportional toQ2.13 The small observed difference is
comparable to the experimental error, and indicates that the
second-order quadrupole contribution to this shift is very
small. This justifies the approximation used above, in which
the center shift was interpreted as a Knight shift, of magnetic
origin. Furthermore, we found that the linewidth for69Ga
exceeds that of71Ga, with a ratio of the full widths at half
maximum equal to 2.34, which is slightly smaller than the
ratio, sQs69d /Qs71dd2=2.53, expected for broadening due en-

FIG. 1. Line shapes at room temperature and 4.2 K, offset ver-
tically for clarity.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of71Ga T1; experimental error
bars are smaller than the symbol sizes. Dotted curve is a least
squares fit to the Korringa Law. Inset: Knight shift of the center of
mass, versusT.
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tirely to the second-order quadrupole coupling. This indi-
cates that the broadening can be attributed mostly to quadru-
pole coupling, with a small additional anisotropic or
inhomogeneous magnetic contribution.

The temperature dependence of the71Ga linewidth, ob-
tained by calculating the square root of the second moment
of the measured line, is shown in Fig. 3. The measured data
for this calculation were obtained by fast Fourier transform
sFFTd of the spin echo, which was obtained using shortened
pulses to enhance the observation range. There is a signifi-
cant increase in the linewidth at low temperaturessabove 4
Kd. This change is apparently not due to an electronic struc-
ture change sinceK andK2T1T do not change. Instead, this
change can be attributed to atomic motion. For this mecha-
nism, assuming that the reduced high-temperature width is
due to motional narrowing, the relevant time scale can be
estimated by 1/ linewidth, roughly 10−5 s, since this is the
time scale for narrowing of an NMR line. This is very slow
compared to thermal vibration rates, for example 1012 Hz for
the Einstein mode of guest atoms in the relatively open
type-I clathrate cages.2

For random hopping, the linewidth can be related to a
correlation time, which will followtc=t`expsEa/kTd in the
case of an activated process, whereEa is the activation en-
ergy of the system. Motions of atoms in the near vicinity of
the Ga nuclei being observed will cause changes in the elec-
tric field gradient, and thus shifts in the NMR resonance
position, due to the electric quadrupole effect. Because of the
superposition of many orientations, we can see only a broad-
ening, rather than a splitting or shift. In the motionally nar-
rowed limit, the excess linewidth is proportional totc, so that
the linewidth can be fitted toWc=W`expsEa/kTd to find Ea.
Fitting this expression to the high-T tail we find thatEa is 7.2
K. This fitted curve is shown in Fig. 3.

As a further measure of the dynamics, the spin-echo de-
cay was measured by use of the standard Hahn spin echo
sequence. The results are shown by Fig. 4. The data were
fitted by

S= Aha exps− t/T2ed + expf− st/T2gd2gj. s2d

Generally, an exponential decay is observed where motion is
important, while Gaussian decay is characteristic of the static
NMR line, dominated by the nuclear dipole-dipole or

pseudodipolar couplings.23 Thus the ratioa is a measure of
the relative importance of motion.

The fitting results are shown in Table I. At lowT, a is
large, and the decay curve is exponential, which indicates
that the echo decay is dominated by motion. However at high
T, a is small, indicating that the motional contribution is
averaged out, leaving a Gaussian decay due to like-spin
coupling.23 At high T, fast motion will cause more of the
spin-spin coupling to be like-spin in character, which makes
T2g shorter. This is consistent with the observed behavior,
and thus the picture established above, whereby the NMR
line is subject to progressive motional narrowing as the tem-
perature is raised, agrees with the spin-echo decay results.

In order to further understand the motion process, we per-
formed measurements using the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill
sCPMGd pulse sequence. The sequence is 90x-std-f180y-
std-echo-std-gn, wheret is half of the spacing between 180°
pulses. The results at RT, 77 K, 32 K, and 4.2 K are shown
by Fig. 5. We can see that ast decreases, the echo decay rate
becomes smaller, at all temperatures. One common mecha-
nism for this type of decay in a CPMG experiment is diffu-
sion of the atoms under observation. However, since the Ga
atoms are bonded to the framework, low-temperature Ga mo-
tion seems very unlikely, and indeed we find that the
exps−t3d behavior expected in this case13 does not fit the data
very well. Sr-atom motions, however, can slowly modulate
the Ga-site quadrupole shifts, providing a decay similar to
what we observed. We cannot tell solely from these results
whether Sr atoms are hopping between cages or between
sites within the same cage, however since the energy barrier
is evidently quite small, we will assume that these dynamics
are associated with the rattling-type motion of Sr within the

TABLE I. Fitting result of the spin echo measurements.

TemperaturesKd T2e smsd T2g smsd a

1.9 8.1±1.5 7.7±3.6 5.0±2.8

2.2 5.6±0.1 7.7±0.1 2.5±0.1

4.2 6.7±0.6 4.6±0.2 1.3±0.4

32 5.2±0.5 3.3±0.1 0.8±0.2

77 3.4±0.4 2.9±0.3 0.8±0.2

296 2.3±0.6 2.2±0.1 0.3±0.1

FIG. 3. 71Ga NMR linewidth ssquare root of second momentd
versus temperature, with activated fit described in text.

FIG. 4. Spin echo decay rate at different temperatures, with fits
described in text
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large cage, as has been discussed previously.2–4

To interpret the data, we have invoked a simplified model
in which Sr atoms jump randomly between two positions,
making nearby Ga nuclei change resonant frequencies by a
differenceDn. Dn will have a range of values according to
Ga position and crystal orientation. During the calculation
we made several assumptions:s1d the motion is very slow, so
that normally only one jump occurs between 180° pulses;s2d
Dn has an exponential distribution of the formPsDnd
=exps−Dn /n1d /n1; and s3d 4ptcn1@1, wheretc is the cor-
relation time. Based on these assumptions, we find that the
spin echo amplitude can be expressed as

S= A expS− t

T2
DexpS− t

tc
DF1 +

arctans2pn1td
ptcn1

Gt/2t

, s3d

whereT2 is the spin-spin relaxation time. In the CPMG ex-
periments, the motion-free decay ratef1/T2 in Eq. s3dg in
fact differs from the normal spin-spinT2, since spin locking
leads to a lengthened decay time close toT1 fit is essentially
T1r sRef. 13dg. Spin-locking can be eliminated by the use of
a phase-alternating pulse sequencesPAPSd,24 however mea-
surements using a PAPS in our case yielded ill-formed ech-
oes, due to the superposition of stimulated echoes.25 Stimu-
lated echoes can be minimized by a perfectly set 180° pulse,
however the large linewidth makes this difficult in the

present case. Therefore, we used the standard CPMG se-
quence, making the spin-lockingT2 an adjustable variable.

We found that RT data did not fit Eq.s3d very well, pre-
sumably because the high-temperatureT1 is too short to de-
velop complete spin locking. Therefore we fit the data for the
other three temperatures to Eq.s3d. The fitting results are
shown in Table II. The results show that the typical Ga Lar-
mor frequency differencen1, which may vary due to the Ga
atom’s distance from and orientation relative to the moving
Sr, is 0.15 kHz. We also fitted the resulting correlation times
to the activation energy formulatc=t`expsEa/kTd. Figure 6
is the result for this fit, which yields an activation energy
Ea=4.6 K. This value is close to theEa obtained from line-
width measurements.

We have made NMR measurements on several samples of
Ba8Ga16Ge30, which is the structural analog of Sr8Ga16Ge30,
however we find that variability of the Ba clathrate electronic
properties obscures the effect being examined in this paper.
Ba8Ga16Ge30 is electrically very similar to Sr8Ga16Ge30, but
diffraction measurements indicate that the Ba atoms remain

TABLE II. Fitting result of CPMG measurements.

TemperaturesKd T2 smsd tc smsd n1skHzd

4.2 100 9.2 0.15

32 44 3.6 0.15

77 18 3.2 0.15

FIG. 5. CPMG measurements
at different temperatures. Solid
curves for 4.2, 32, and 77 K are
fits described in text.

FIG. 6. Correlation time versus temperature.sSolid line is the
fitting result according to activation energy formula.d
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at the cage centers, in contrast to the Sr behavior.sNote,
however, that a recent report26 indicates thatp-type Ba clath-
rate may share the amorphouslike thermal conductivity.d For
all samples we have studied, Ga NMR in Ba8Ga16Ge30 ex-
hibits a larger linewidth than in Sr8Ga16Ge30, and theT1 de-
viates from a Korringa relation at low temperatures, in con-
trast to the simple-metallic behavior seen in Sr8Ga16Ge30.
There is also a small temperature dependence to the center
shift of the Ba-clathrate resonance, not seen in the Sr clath-
rate. These results are consistent with a tendency toward car-
rier freezout in the Ba clathrate, and the development of a
dilute set of magnetic moments due to these localized carri-
ers, or possibly the presence of narrow features in the elec-
tronic density of states, such as exhibited in NaxBaySi46
clathrate.20 This behavior unfortunately has precluded the
comparison of Sr motion to the corresponding behavior in
the Ba clathrate. We are continuing our studies of the elec-
tronic properties of the Ba clathrate and will report more
detail at a later date.

Zerecet al.6 have examined a model of azimuthal four-
well tunneling for the Eu clathrate, and their experimental
resonant ultrasonic data could be fit satisfactorily by consid-
ering a four level tunnel system with well-defined barriers
that are the same for each cage. However for Sr clathrate, the
model did not work well, and the best fit was obtained as-
suming that the transitions took place between energy levels
of the overall harmonic potential well for the Sr atom in its
cage. This corresponds to a very large energy difference. In
our experiment we find a small energy barrier with value
close to 5 K. This is consistent with the thermal conductivity
experiments1 observed at temperatures below 1 K, and con-
firms that transitions between small energy levels play an
important role. It is unclear whether this picture also pro-
vides a good fit to the resonant ultrasound measurements,6

however clearly there must be higher-energy excitations cor-
responding to the observed Einstein mode,2,7,8 in addition to
the lower-frequency fluctuations which have a more promi-
nent effect on the NMR measurements. Thus it seems pos-
sible that a model which combines these pictures may be
consistent with the resonant ultrasound as well as the NMR
results.

A Fourier map obtained from neutron-diffraction mea-
surements showed that each Sr atom has a displacement
roughly 0.3 Å from the center of the cage at lowT.5 In order
to approximate the tunneling rates, we first consider a sim-
plified two level system consisting of an infinite square well
modified to have a square barrier at its center. For an infinite
square well having width 0.6 Å plus a barrier having width
0.2 Å and height 60 K, there are eigenstates with energy 32.2
and 38.1 K, giving a tunnel splitting of 5.9 K. This is similar
to the activation barrier we observed, however the corre-
sponding tunneling frequency is 1011 Hz sthe splitting ex-
pressed in frequency unitsd. This certainly cannot correspond
to the situation in the Sr clathrate, for which the dynamics
include slow motions of the order 105 Hz, as evidenced by
the NMR. Thus we conclude that the activation energy ob-
served by NMR cannot be a tunnel splitting between sym-
metric well states.

An asymmetric well can dramatically reduce the tunnel
rate,27,28 and also can explain the linewidth increase with

temperature decrease because of different Ga Lamor fre-
quencies for Sr at different sites.13 Considering a general
situation of an asymmetric double well potential with two
low-lying states differing by energyD, and a potential barrier
between them with a tunneling rateD0/", it can be shown29

that the energy splitting between the two eigenstates is

DE = ÎD2 + D0
2. s4d

This is the model often used for two level systemssTLSd in
glassy materials. For a symmetric TLS, whereD=0, the en-
ergy splitting of the two states will be the exact tunneling
energy. In our systems, we observed a barrier of roughly 5 K,
in which case the corresponding tunneling frequency will be
1011 Hz. Again this is not what we observed in our expri-
ments. However for an asymmetric TLS, whereDÞ0, from
the above expression,D0 can be much smaller thanDE, so
the tunneling rate can be dramatically reduced. A broad
range of asymmetry parameters is found in many glassy sys-
tems, and this is the common way to understand theT2 be-
havior of the thermal conductivity.

Thus, we can understand our observations in terms of
nonresonant atomic tunneling between asymmetric sites
within the cages, in the presence of disorder. There are vari-
ous possibilities for the source of this disorder. For example,
it is known that the Ga atoms are distributed on these frame-
work sites.10 Furthermore, Sr vacancies or cage-cage interac-
tion might also contribute. It is true that neutron diffraction
measurements show four equivalent positions for each Sr
atom,5 however this is not inconsistent with an asymmetric
well, as long as the asymmetry is randomly distributed, since
the scattering experiments do not distinguish static from
transient disorder.

One thing that this model cannot explain is the linewidth
decrease at the lowest temperaturessbelow 4 K, see Fig. 3d.
One possible explanation could be that at very low tempera-
tures the displacement of the guest atoms assumes an ordered
configuration. A similar result has been found for Si
clathrates,30 in which cage-centered sodium atoms are ob-
served to dimerize at low temperatures. A configuration of
this type could result in a decreasing linewidth due to de-
creased strain in the lattice.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In Ga NMR measurements, we observed linewidth
changes indicating slow atomic motion in the Sr clathrate.
CPMG measurements yielded results that are consistent with
the linewidth changes, assuming the mechanism to be hop-
ping of Sr atoms within the cages. By a simple model, we
obtained an activation energyEa=4.6 K for Sr hopping,
which is similar to the value obtained from linewidth mea-
surements. This model assumed a wide distribution of hop-
ping rates, and an asymmetric well model worked well to
explain the data. TheT1 of Sr8Ga16Ge30 obeys a Korringa
relation, implying normal metallic behavior for the Sr clath-
rate, as expected for a heavily dopedn-type semiconductor.
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